
Is it Possible for Solar Energy toIs it Possible for Solar Energy to
Compete with...Compete with...

China has stopped subsidizing its solar makers,
noting that growth in the sector is exceeding
all expectations. But can it still fulfill its goal of
offsetting coal usage? Experts say China will
become more efficient, enabling it to
increase...

Read more
www.forbes.com

'Conservation is a
state of harmony
between men and
land.'
-Aldo Leopold

In Budweiser's "Wind Never FeltIn Budweiser's "Wind Never Felt
Better" Super Bowl...Better" Super Bowl...

With renewable energy constantly in the news
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these days -- AOC's tweets, the Sunrise
Movement's activism, the Tesla phenomenon,
solar energy's rapidly dropping costs -- is it any
surprise that Budweiser is joining the trend?
Anheuser-Busch's...

Read more
cleantechnica.com

A New Approach for the FastA New Approach for the Fast
Estimation of the Solar...Estimation of the Solar...

Researchers have developed a new
approach for calculating fast and accurate
the solar energy potential of surfaces in the
urban environment. The new approach can
significantly help architects and urban
planners to incorporate photovoltaic (solar...

Read more
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An All-RenewableAn All-Renewable
Grid is EconomicallyGrid is Economically
Superior to Mixed...Superior to Mixed...

Clean Power One of the

Is 100 PercentIs 100 Percent
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ongoing arguments that the
forces opposed to dealing
with climate change make is
that transitioning the grid to
renewables will be
economically devastating. A
nuance that's emerging is that
a mixed grid with lots of fossil...

Read more
cleantechnica.com

hurricanes, hellish wildfires,
deadly heat waves and other
disasters have brought the
climate change crisis close to
home. In response, more than
100 cities, counties and states
- including the two largest,
California...

Read more
www.ewg.org

The Green New DealThe Green New Deal
Gets RealGets Real

The Green New Deal — a
Democratic idea meant to
address climate change and
boost the economy
simultaneously — has been a
hot concept on the left for a
while, but now it finally has a
congressional resolution
attached...

Read more
www.vox.com

Putting Solar PanelsPutting Solar Panels
on Water is a Greaton Water is a Great
Idea-but Will...Idea-but Will...

Winemaker Greg Allen had a
problem. As president of Far
Niente Winery in Napa Valley,
California, he had done the
math on how much land the
vineyard could possibly
dedicate to solar panels, to
offset energy costs. The figure-
about two...

Read more
www.scientificamerican.com
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SOLAR 2019 'Race to Renewables' August 5-9th,

2019 in Minneapolis, MN.

Solar@Work is ASES's bulletin by and for solar pros.
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